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PREFACE.

f Due to the difficulties created by the war the Annual Administration

; Reports of the Archaeological Dapartnaent of Gwalior State for the

Samvats 1998-2002 could not ba published so far. They are now published

in the form of consolidated report for the quinquennial (I9f2-I9f6) with

certain minor moditications. Pnreiy admmistcative ietails such as the

tour diary of the Director, Accounts of leave of O fleers and the statf,

Departmental circulars etc. have been dropped for obvious reasons. So

If
= ' far as possible the form and contents of thj original reports have besn

kept ID tact leaving aside certain repetitions which were inevitable in

•• each of the yearly reports. It is hoped that inspite of its late publica-

tion the report will be welcome to the Archaeological world.

D. R. PATIL.
Director of Archasology*

Madhya Bharat Government,

Gwalior.
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QUINQUENNIAL ADMINISTRATION REPORT
OF THE

ARCH/EOLOQICAL DEPARTMENT,
GWALIOR STATE,

FOR

The years 1942 to 1946.

Charge.—The department continued to be under the charge of Mr.
M. B Garde, till 14th October 1944, when he retired after a service of
nearly 31 years. The Department records its deep sense of gratitude to
this pioneer and veteran of Archmology in Gwalior. Mr. Garde was
succeeded by Mr. K. G. Bakshi.

Work at Headquarters

.

—The work at Headquarters consisted as
usual of the preparation of the annual reports, submission of the
Budget proposals, taking of photographs, preparation of drawings, making
estimates for proposed conservation, study of inscriptions, examination
of 1 reasure Trove and other coins, preparation of blocks and lantern slides,
repairs to Gujarimahal, cleaning, studying, listing and photographing
Pavaya antiquitie.s, examination of old coins in Gangajali under Durbar
Orders

; exhibitions of duplicates of antiquities unearthed at Harappa and
Mohen-jo-Daro

;
publication of a monograph on Ujjayini, sending a resume

of work in (194.3-44) to the D. G. A., in India; delivering 4 lectures on
archaeological topics, etc. Other items of work include ;

—
Gonservati

Bhilsa Lohangi Rock.—This is an isolated sandstone peak near the
railway station on the top of which are the capital of an ancient pillar,

tomb of Dohangi Pir, a ruined mosque containing an inscription referring
to one of the Sultans of Mandu, and an old covered tank.

(a) In 1942, a retaining wall of dry stone masonrv covered with cut
stone coping was built on the southern edge of the rock near the ancient
Bell capital for the protection of visitors against danger of falling down
the precipice, (b) The gateway and the passage near the top of the rock had
been Ijadly ruined and become dangerous. These were repaired and made
safe in 1942 and 194.3. Some debris of earth and boulders were removed
from the top of the side walls. The Imlging portion of the side walls was dis-
mantled and rebuilt. The leaning door frame was properly reset after

replacing one of the old door jambs with a new one. (c) Some dislocated

stones in the steps made for ascending the rock were reset, and a few
steps of rough stone were added at the top of the rock.

Bhilsa Museum.
The open air museum in the compound of the Dak Bungalow at Bhilsa,

has been in existence for some years. So far the sculptures were arranged
leaning against a temporary railing of wooden ballis supported on stone
posts. Owing to exposure to weather and rain, the wood work had decay-
ed completely. Moreover, the number of sculptures had so increased as

to necessitate re-arrangement of the sculptures on a wider area.
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In 1944 sculptures were, therefore, taken aside, the old decay-

ed railing was removed and dry stone masonry platforms with

slab coping were constructed occupying sufficient area for arranging the

museum- There are three parallel lines of these platforms running rough-

ly east-west and there is a fourth line at the back joining the western end

of the two outer lines. The central line of platform is made shorter so as

to leave a passage. Thus the visitor can see the whole collection in one

continuous round. The total length of the platforms is about 147 feet.

The heavier and larger sculptures are kept leaning against the walls of

the j)latforms and the smaller and lighter pieces are placed on the top or

coping of the platforms.

Bija Mandal.

This mosque built on the foundations of a Hindu temple at Bhilsa

was leaking in some places, and was repaired in patches with cement and

bajari in 1942. A cut stone arch of a niche in the north compound wall of

the courtyard had slipped and was reset in 1943- A portion of retaining

wall of rubble masonry platform, flanking the outer entrance to the monu-

ment had fallen and was repaired in 1942 and 1943.

Gvaraspur Stupa.

This Buddhist Stupa standing in ruins on the eastern slope of what

is locally known as the Dhenkinath hill situated at about a mile to the

west ol Gyaraspur village, has been described in the annual report for

Samvat 1996, page 11. The masonry of the Stupa was freed from roots

of trees. A retaining wall of large blocks of stones interpersed with huge

boulders had been built to obtain a sort of level platform in the slope of the

hill, for the construction of the connected buildings, probably monastical.

This wall had partially collapsed and the surviving portion was badly

damaged. The portion at the base of the Stupa was dismantled, and the

debris was removed so as to expose the foundations and the wall rebuilt

mainly with old materials. Other portions of the platform were also

repaired in three instalments in 1943, 1944, and 1946.

The circular drum of the Stupa, which is about 40' in diameter, is set

on a circular berm, leaving on the top of the latter, a pradakshina or cir-

cumambulatory path 4' to 4' 6" wide. The faces of the berm supporting

the Stupa and the staircases in the north-west and south faces, were in

disrepair. They were dismantled and restored in dry stone masonry after

the original design. The stairs in the east face are stepped on the north

and south sides, while those in the north and south faces are stepped on

the east only, as the face of the hill on the west leaves no margin for the

second arm of these stairs to extend on the west. A new stairway in

masonry, was built for further convenience.

Four heavy sculptures of the Buddha were installed one in each

quadrant of the pradakshinapatha. The one in the south is in Bhumisparsa

mudra, with the right hand pointing to the earth and the remaining are

in dhyanatnudra, with the hands over the lap. The idols in the quadrants

facing the north and south are set on pedestals projecting from the drum
of the Stupa, with corresponding rectangular projections in the berm below.

For want of space, the sculpture in the eastern quadrant is enshrined in a

niche. As there is even less space in the west side, the sculpture there is

shifted a little to the south.
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'!'he sculptures on the north and west faces and their pedestals had

been damaged and dislodged from their places but most of the stones

were lying half buried in debris. The idol in the south face was almost

intact but had slipped down from its pedestal which had been only slightly

damaged, w^hile the sculpture in the east face, together with the niche

in which it was set, was hanging dangerously, as the masonry under-

neath was undermined. This niche and the sculpture, as well as the other

sculptures were reinstated.

fThe hemispherical fop of the Stupa had disappeared, while the face

masonry of the drum was bulging in many places. It was dismantled and

rebuilt, mainly with old stones, according to the original design, in three

instalments, during the years ending 1942, 1944 and 1946.

When the face masonry of the south-west portion of the drum was

dismantled, traces of the face masonry of an inner and smaller circular

structure were noticed. It aopears that the s^'npa is an enlareement made

with the addition of an outer casing to an earlier smaller Stupa. The date

of this enlareement with which the sculptures of the Buddha are contem-

porarv, is about the 6th century A. D.

It appears that ornamental cut stone railino-s had been put uo en-

closing the pedestals on which the idols of the Buddha were set. Many
pieces of the carved pillars, cross bars, and a few coping stones have been

recovered from the debris. Most of the railing pillars and cross bars are

entire. An attempt at restoration in future is in contemplation.

Udaya^Jri.

The rock cut caves in Udavagiri hill situated about four miles

west of Bhilsa, are one of the few important monuments of the Gupta

age, and are of special interest for their sculphires and Gupta inscriptions.

Out of 20 eaves No 1 at the southern end and No. 20 at the northern end

are Jaina and received special attention owing to a gift of Rs. 1.001 made

by a prominent banker of Bhilsa. Mr. Takhmichand Sitabrai. The giT was

without obligations and for legitimate archaeological purposes, and was

accepted with the sanction of the TTome Minister, and utilized as follows ;

—

Cavr 1 G1 A large crack in the roof of the porch was filled with cement

mixed with sand and was further protected from above with

a slab cover.

^21 The side walls of the cave which were of rough dtu’ nibble

masonn^ were dismantled and rebuilt in pucca masonry

of hammer-dressed stone in lime.

f31 The Kacr.ha uneven floor of the .shrine room and of the

porch was replaced with a mvement of nev'’ stone slabs.

141 A large fissure in the rock serving as the back wall of the

shrine and another gap in the rock o^^er the doorway was

closed with mat^onn^.

151 Country teak wood shutters were made and fitted to the

door opening.

Cave 20 O' The narrow crevice in rock throngh which one has to

descend into the cave, was uu'dened hv chiselling the rock

on hoth sides of the stairs
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(2) Thic ceiling of the cave being too low and likely to knock

an unwary visitor, a footpath was cut in the rocky

floor, sufficiently deep to provide a safe passage.

(S) The ugly partition wall at the mouth of the cave, in-

tended to prevent persons from going too far in advance

and falling over the hill side, was substituted by a 3 feet

wall of pucca stone in lime masonry with cut stone coping,

so as to admit light and air into the cave and open out the

view.

(4) Teak door frames and shutters were made and fitted to the

entrance of the cave.

(5) Part of the Kaccha wall enclosing the south side of cave

No. 20 was dismantled and replaced with a parapet wall

of stone in lime, finished with cut stone coping.

(6) Part of the floor rock was chiselled so as to provide easy

passage for visitors.

T7) With a similar purpose, the staircase was improved by

widening the cleft in the rock and by remodelling the whole

flight of steps.

(8) The Kaccha back wall of the cave on both sides of the

rock cut niches inset with footprints was also dismantled

and rebuilt with stone in lime.

Other repairs out of the budget grants of the Department include :

—

(a) Improvements to the stairs leading to cave 20 and the rest house

on the hill top. by cutting the rock and partly by adding

masonry.

(h) Cracks over cave 20 were filled with cement and sand, and the

flow of rain water over this side of the hill has been diverted.

(c) A covered stair way to the cave with a door was made for con-

venience of visitors.

Improvements and repairs were also made to the Brahmanical caves.

(1) The ground round caves 13, 16, 17 and 19 was dug up, levelled

and dressed to make the premises look tidy.

(2) A stone platform was constructed rmmd the base of a nhn tree

near cave 19, to provide a resting place for visitors.

(3) The pucca edging of the Kaccha water drain between the road

and the caves 7 and 16 was continued for a length of about 33 feet cover-

ing the frontage of cave 17 also.

> (4) The steps of approach to cave 13 and 17 were improved by

cutting portions of rock.

(5) The passage to cave 1 used to be continually damaged at a

point where it crossed a small ravine in the slope of the hill. This por-

tion was improved by building a small retaining wall of drv rubble

masonry.

(6) A flight of steps of stone in lime was built near cave 13 at the

foot of the passage for ascending the hill.
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(7) A small piece of ground on the top of the hill was cleared and

a seat of sUuie slabs, supported on two masonry pillars was constructed

for visitors to rest and view the scenery of the two rivers.

A CO' king place, as an adjunct of the rest house, was made by ex-

cavating the earth and boulders under a j)rojecting ledge of rock, and

building three walls round the hollow.

The sign board near cave 19 was shifted to a better place.

Gujn rl Mp.hal.

(1) After the occurrence of a theft in the Museum, a major

portion of the west enclosure wall of the Gujari Mahal had been

raised up in 1940, as a precaution. The remaining portion was completed

and coping slab added over the whole length.

(2) The two old staircases leading to the terrace through rooms 8 and
9 were restored bv constructing the side walls and the roof.

(3) The floor of rooms 2, 9, and 11, and of the room between the

Office and hall No. 3, of portion of passage near rooms 21 and 24, and of

the ghumti or turret on the first floor, were paved with stone slabs- The
floors of rooms 9. 20, 21 and 23 were paved with stone squares.

(4) In continuation of previous work, the tops of low parapet walls
i>f the open courtyard in front of room 1 , the east parapet wall of the

l^assage near rooms, 17, 21 and 24 of the west parapet wall of the passage
near room IG and the north parapet wall of the passage near rooms 13 and
14, were covered with cut stone coping after adding masonry where neces-

sary to raise the top of the walls to a regular level. This coping and level-

ling adds to the appearance of the place besides offering resting places for

visitcjrs.

(5) Country teak wood shutters were made and fitted to the doors of

the inner chamber of room No. 13, Id and of the staircase on the 2nd storey

communicating through rooms 23 and 25.

(G) The work of ex]K)sing the buildings at the back or north, of

Gujari Mahal, which had been commenced in 1941 was continued during
the years ending with 1942 and 1943, The courtyard and the side wings
which have been completely freed from debris and rubbish, together

measure 91' 5'' east to west, and 44' 8" north to south. The side wings
the east and west were seven bays wide north to sejuth the western wing
IS 2 bays deep, and the eastern wing is 1 1vi\ ea'-t to west. An under-

ground cellar with walls of excellent ashlar masonrv of big cut stone

blocks and with a flat ceiling has come to light iust bevond the north side

of the courtyard. Unlike the cellars in the Gnjarimahal proper and in

Man Mandir, this cellar is much smaller, measuring 18' bv 23' on plan,

and consists of a single storev, but its general design and the cut stone

work are equallv excellent. Like the other cellars, this also was probab-

ly intended to be reached bj’ a well-bnilt staircase. The stairs for ascend-

ing to the terrace roof of the hall and the wings have also been cleared up.

Another irteresting feature which has been discovered in the dig-

gings ;s what looks lilw an underymound secret iiassagc which also served

as the main drain for taking off rain water from the premises. This
passage drain is flanked with walls of ashlar masonry of big cut stone

blocks and was covered with a ceiling carried on stone brackets projecting
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from the side walls. The passage cotnmences near the north east comer
of the courtyard and proceeds eastwards. The bottom of the passage is

made up of lime concrete and is over 10 feet below the floor of the open
courtyard.

In 1043, certain digging and levelling operations to control the flow
of rain water and for general appearance were made, when traces of a
terrace floor, and a cut stone staircase leading to the hall below came to
light. These complex of buildings, are adjuncts of the Gujari Mahal
proper, and may have served as quarters to subordinate members of the
Royal family or for superior staff of the court.

Initial rej^airs were done to these newly discovered buildings.

(11 The masonry retaining walls on the east, north and west of the

excavated courtvard had fallen awmy in patches and the earth and debris at

the back was threatening to slip down. The gaps in the walls were there-

fore repaired with partly new and partly old stones in lime.

(2) The ground floor of the excavated palace and the bottom of the
pucca drain-cum-passage, are several feet deep below the ground level. The
rain water from the adjoining area flowed into the depressions and caused
damage. There was also the danger of un-cautious visitors falling into

the excavated depressions. The tops, therefore, of the surrounding walls

were raised up where necessary about two feet above the ground level. In
some places the masonry is dry and in other places it consists of stone set

in lime.

(3) The top of the east retaining wall and a part of the north retain-

ing wall have been strengthened w’ith coping made up of blocks of stone

used as headers.

(4) Portions of the western and northern walls were faced with up-

right stone slab fadcra to match with old work.

(5) A water channel of pucca masonry built probably during th?

British occupation had to be dismantled.

(6) Some heavy stones found in the excavated earth and debris

were stacked aside.

Subsequent repairs and improvements to Gujari Mahal and annexe
in the periods between June 194.3 and 194fl include :

—
(1) The supporting of a cracked beam and a slab in the ceiling of

room 15, by a broad gauge and narrow gauge rail respectively, inserted

underneath them into holes made in the side brackets and beams. The
holes were then closed.

pi) The making of slab pavement, and fixing of cut stone frame and
cover on the mouth of an tinderground soak pit. in front of the Memorial
Pillars.

(3) Providing of .an outlet for rain water vvhich entered room 5
through the stair case by constructing a small pucca drain in the adjoin-

ing platform.

(4) The central c[uniti, or kiosk, on the west .side of the building was
in need of repairs. New cut stone faderis were fixed in the openings of

of the gumti. The floor was paved with ^4" to 2" slabs. A new
stone water spout was fixed as an outlet for rain water from the terrace in
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Iront of the guniti. The parapet walls of rooms 10, 11, 12, of Gujari-

mahal were damaged. They were restored with cut stone masonry in old

stones. A new cut stone ventilator was provided in the urinal after dis-

mantling a portion of the old stone masonry.

(5) In the Gujari mahal annexe, portions of the side walls of the

staiis were repaired with cut stone.

The surrounding walls of the excavated cellar were repaired with

rubble stone in lime, as they had lost the original facing and were in

danger.

In the year ending with 1946, some reclamation work was done. Two
rooms in Gujarimahal were formerly almost closed up by walls, and were
without use. One of them was provided with a stone floor, a raised plat-

form for exhibiting inscriptions, and with two windows pierced in the

iront walls for light. The second room was fitted with two steel frames

as a strong room for coins.

Some minor repairs .—The plastering of walls at the gate, spreading

of bajri on the floor and white washing, were done during the Viceregal
visit.

Chauderi.

Repairs to Rajput and Muhammadan monuments at Chanderi were
carried out as under :

—

Koshak Mahal ;—(1) The lower portions, of one of the stairs, in the
2nd storey, having disappeared, there was danger of visitors falling down.
1 o prevent this a cross wall was built across the stairs.

(2) A big block of stone in a corner of the north-east quadrant of the

Mahal, had Ijecome loose and dangerous. It was refixed in mortar.

(3) Bajri was spread on the open cross passage on the ground floor.

(4) A portion of the outer compound wall on the west had collapsed

and was repaired.

(1) Arol-ke-bag-ka Gumbaz.—(1) Heaps of debris of earth and rubble
lying in the compound were removed and the ground levelled up.

(2) The dilapidated compound wall, flanking the roadside, was dis-

mantled and rebuilt in portions.

(3) The steps of the platform of the tomb, were repaired along with
the side walls.

Graveyard of Nizamuddin’s family.—(1) Heaps of debris which dis-

figured the compound area were dug up and removed.

(2) Damaged portions of the compound walls, specially the southern

and eastern walls were dismantled and rebuilt. These walls w-ere capped
with header coping.

(3) Pieces of carved stones scattered in the premises were collected

and stacked.

(4J The approach steps were repaired. An additional wooden
bar was inserted in the door jambs of the entrance to prevent cattle from
entering.
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Chhatri of Raja Devi Singh’s daughter.—Damaged corners of the

plinth and portions of the parapet walls below the dome were repaired.

Chhatri of Raja Devi Singh at the South East corner of Parnieshwar

Tal.— (1) Roots of trees on the dome and walls were taken out. (2) The
north and cast retaining walls of the platform on which the Ciihatri is built

had fallen. The}^ were rebuilt after removing debris and exposing old

ioundations. The top of the reconstructed walls was covered with slab

coping,

(3) Portions of the walls of the Chiiatri, specially at the north-east

Ci.<rner had fallen. They were repaired with rough chisel-dressed stone

nnsonr}" so as to match the old work. Similar patch repairs were done

ti. the parapet walls below the dome.

(4) Approach steps were built on the north side of the
.
platform of

the Chhatri.

Chhatri of Raja Bharat Sah.—(1) The existing portion of the western

retaining wall of the platform on which the chhatri stands, was raised up

to the level of the top of the platform. This wall was continued to a

length of 34 feet towards the north and east. The top of the wall was

covered with slab coping.

(2) The steps for ascending the platform were remodelled.

Shahzadi-ka-Roza.—The floor of the tomb was paved partly with old

but mainly with new stone slabs. The bed of ground below the pavement

w'as strengthened by ramming a 4" la^^er of boulders.

(2) The steps w’hich were too high were remodelled and made easy.

Bhattisi Baodi.— (1) Formerly cattle msed to enter the step well

through the spacious main staircase and soiled the steps and the water,

In order to prevent this walls of chisel dressed stone masonry were con-

structed on three sides of the main entrance.

(2) A few heavy coping stones on the retaining walls of the well and

of the main stairs had gone out of position and were reset.

(3) Patches of masonry of the platform in front of the main stairs

were repaired.

Gol Baodi.—The ghat of rough rubble which had been added in later

times, so as to conceal some of the original steps was dismantled, the

ghat being no longer in use.

Katighati .—A portion of the structural parapet wall and of the struc-

tural surface roof over the rock gateway had been damaged by rain and

had fallen down. These were repaired wdth old stones in 1943 and 1944.

Mitaoli

Ekottarso Mahadev Temple.—About 2 miles to the North of the Rithora

Kalan station of the State Railway, there is a small isolated hill at the

foot of which the village Mitaoli is situated. On the top of the hill is a

temple of Ekottarso Mahadev so named after the numerous Lingas in it.

The following measures of conservation were carried out :

—
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(1) The passage for ascending the hill and for approaching the temple

was untidy and uneven. A few masonry steps were made and a few were

cut in the rock, and stone blocks were inserted in places. The approach

road at the foot of the hill was cut by rain water and it was improved.

(2) The overgrown jungle and vegetation was cleared from the temple

buildings and premises.

(3) The steps of cut stone leading to the main outer entrance of the

temple were repaired. The door frame, which was out of position was

reset after changing both the door jambs.

(4) A two feet layer of earth mixed with rubble under which the

original floor of the courtyard lay concealed was dug up and thrown

away, exposing the terrace floor of the courtyard and the plinths of the

central shrine as well as of surrounding shrines.

(5) Portions of the northern part of the compound wall had collapsed

and the shrines touching it were seriously damaged. The gaps in the

wall were repaired with a facing of plain masonry of new chisel dressed

cut stone, as the original carved stones which made the exterior face of the

wall were not recovered in the debris. The original foundations were

exposed before repairing the wall.

(6) The central shrine was also repaired as it is still in worship.

(7) The stone debris of the dilapidated platform which had been add.

ed later to the original shrine was removed.

(a) The debris and rubbish accumulated inside the shrine room was

cleared.

(b) Some of the lintels on the pillars of the gallery which had moved

out were reset.

(c) Some of the ceiling slabs that had cracked were replaced.

{d) The terrace roof which had been damaged beyond the possibility

of patch repair, was dismantled and remade with 6" layer of brick and

lime concrete,

(e) The parapet wall round the roof was dismantled and rebuilt'.

(/) The floor of the shrine room and the covered gallery was relaid

with old slabs and that of the open verandah with new pa\dng slabs.

ig) A number of facing stones in the plinth which had been dislocat-

ed were reset and new cut stones were supplied to fill up the gaps caused

by missing stones.

(h) The door of the shrine room as well as that of the outer entrance

in the compound wall were fitted with teak shutters.

(i) Some of the shrines or cells in the northern portion of the temple

which are in ruins were temporarilv made safe with supports of wooden

ballis,

(;) The steps of a small rectangular "Vishnu temple which stands

close to but outside this temple, were repaired.
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(fe) A few of the cells in the northern and eastern quadrants of this

circular temple had completely fallen down. These were restored with
old cut stone material, such as could be recovered from the debris, sup-

plemented with new material. The available old components of door

frames and partition slabs, of shrines, and pillars of the porches, were
reset. In places of missing components, new cut stone pieces, carved to

match the old work were fitted. The repaired cells were covered partly

with old and partly with new roofing slabs. The floor pavement was re-

paired with cut stone slabs where necessar\^

(1)

The circular parapet wall on the central shrine was covered with

slab coping.

(w) A line of new cut stone eaves (Chhaija) was made and fitted round
the main shrine, in place of the old eaves which had disappeared,

(n) The floor of the outer entrance was repaired with cut stone slabs.

(<') 'J’he retaining walls of the old tank in the courtyard of the

temple were repaired.

ip) Some ancient atone sculptures of gods or human beings, pos-

.sibly. the Pandavas, and a huge unfinished sculpture of a Nandi fShiva’s

Bull) were standing partially buried in earth in the neighbourhood of the

hill on which the temple stands. Initial work was begun to collect and re-

arrange all the sculptures in a grove near the ruins of an old shrine nearby.

(r) The roof of the temple being very dilapidated, new roof with an
average 4" cement in lime, finished with cement polish was provided.

ITie repairs are almost complete, except for some chhajja work,

Padhavail.

The monuments at Padhavli will be found described in Archaeologv
in Gwalior (P. 110). The following repairs were carried out at the Maha-
dev temple in the Gadhi :—

(1) Portions of the southern and we.stern compound walls of the

gadhi in which the temple is situate, and the height of the western wall
was raised in order to prevent cattle entering it.

(2) Heaps of debris lying on the platform at the south-west corner
of the gadhi were dug up and the ground levelled.

(3) Some car\^ed stones recovered from the debris were arranged in

suitable places.

Suhania.

I he monuments of Suhania are described in A rchaeology in G^vnlior
(P. 1J2). The following repairs were carried out at the Kakanmadh
temple :

—

(1) The patches of earth which filled up the joints of the big stone
blocks which make up the inner filling of the huge platform of the temple,
exposed by the falling away of the stone masonry, was being washed down
every year by rains. The earth was therefore scratched.
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(2) A line of trenches have been excavated on all four sides of the

platform supporting the temple. The outer edges of the trenches were

strengthened and the slopes regularised.

(3) Some big stones exposed in remodelling the trenches were

arranged in the compound wall.

(4) The premises of the well were freed from the heaps of excavated

earth lying there and the ground was levelled and dressed up.

(5) The foundations of the ghat of the well were excavated and tilled

with stone and lime concrete.

Sondni.

Tor a description of the Sondni monuments please see Archaeology^ in

Lwalxor.

Yashodharoian’ s Pillar :—
(1) Portions of the wire fencing of the compound were repaired.

(2) The approach near the revolving gate was improved by making
pucca steps in the sloping bank of earth.

(3) Two carved pieces of door jambs of the Gupta period, possibly

belonging to a temple in the vicinity, were brought from an adjoining

spot on the roadside, where they were found enveloped in jungle and were
exhibited against the platform of the pillars.

Bagh Caves.

The 5th and last instalment of Rs. 10,000 was sanctioned in

the year ending with June 1943, and the scheme of conservation pro-

jected six years ago and which was spread over five instalments was brought
to completion. Other works that still demand attention, are plaster repair

and chemical treatment of the painting, the making of the hill top water-

proof, the construction of a bridge across the river in front of the caves,

extension of the rest house, the clearing of debris from other caves etc.

The more important works done in the quinquennium under report

are ;

—

(1) Portions of dasa (sill) in the floor of the hall, and sills and lintels

of the door openings of some of the cells in cave 2 were repaired with cut

stone.

(2) Fissures in walls, dasas in floor, and gaps on top of pillars were

repaired with cement concrete in caves 2, 3, 4 and 5.

(3) In cave 3, the missing or decayed portions of the walls and door

openings of the outer group of cells on the left, were repaired with rough
chiselled stone in cement masonry. .Some steps of cut stone masonry
were built in front of the approaches of the inner hall (unfinished) and to

the verandah of the outer group of cells on the left. A masonry buttress

was constructed to support a portion of rock at the outermost left corner of

the cave, which threatened to come down. A masonry platform was con-

structed touching the right arm of the hill flanking the open court in front

of the cave, and pieces of carved facade of the cave were exhibited in it.

(4)

In cave 4, the circular column No. 35, standing at the left corner of the

inner front porch was restored according to the original design. As in other

pillars which have been repaired or restored, the face masonry is made up of

fine dressed cat stone blocks, and the inner filling consists of cement con-
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Pillar 23 was similarly restored in 1944. An important piece of carved
bracket which had dropped from the pilaster on the left wall, was refixed
in its original place. Pieces of carved lintel of the main door frame which
had dropped down and which could not be set, were exhibited on the top
of the parapet wall in front of the doorway.

(6)

In cave 6, pillars nos. 10, 11, 13, 14, 16 and 16 were completely
restored with cut stone to match the original design. ' The gaps caused
by the fallen ceiling, however, were made up with undressed stone
masonry. A piece of the original rock cut pillar at the left end of the
front row which had fallen in the course of repairs, was exhibited near the
masonry pillar which has been built in its place.

(6) The parapet wall edging the open platforms in front of the caves
was continued towards the south-west, so as to include the frontage of
caves 4 and 5 towards the north-east, so as to include the frontage of

the partially exposed cave adjoining cave 2. There is a gap in the line

of the parapet wall, as the sloping portion of the ground between caves 3
and 4 has been left without a parapet wall, the intervening cave having
collapsed. At both ends of the front line of parapet wall, side parapet
walls have been built at right angles with the former, to complete the

enclosure.

(7) A cut stone cylinder showing the north line was set up near cave

2, to help the visitor to know the cave alignments.

(8) A platform commanding the view of the valley was constructed in

front of caves 4 and 5 to serve as a resting place for visitors.

(9) The base of the trees on the riverside, which add to the appearance

of the environment was protected from erosion by building platforms under

them.

(10)

In the year ending 1944, a new cave near cave 2 was exposed in

the process of cleaning debris, and an earth platform which already existed

in front of it was edged with dry stone masonry. Steps of stone were also

made.

((11) Our draughtsman, trained under Khan Bahadur Sana Ullah, M.
Sc., the Archaeological Chemist in India, treated the paintings with pre-

scribed materials and solutions.

Ater.

A ter Fort .<—^Ater is about 18 miles to the North-West of Bhind. The
tract of country round Ater is called Bhadavar, after the Bhadauria clan

of Rajputs who inhabit it. Ater was the capital of Bhadavar till it was

conquered by the Scindia, towards the end of the 18th century.

The Fort is perhaps the largest and most important among the struc-

tural forts in the State. According to an inscription stuck up in the

northern wall of the fort, its name was Devagiri. Its foundation was

laid by the Bhadauria Raja Badansingh Deoji in 1646 and the fort was

completed by his son Mahasingh Deoji in 1668 A. D. The fort occupies

a large area and contains numerous palatial buildings including some under

ground apartments. There is a tall many-storeyed tow'er known as Sat~

khana, the top of which commands a view of the surrounding country.
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The Archaeological Department took over this fort in 1944, and

effected the following repairs:

—

(a) One interesting building in the fort, known as Kacheri Mahal,

was in a precarious condition. It consists of a hall having its ceiling

supported on a number of pillars in two rows. A part of the row of pillars

on western edge of the hall having fallen, a portion of the north-west por-

tion of the building had collapsed. The edge of the plinth under the

western and southern rows of pillars had been badly undermined, and had

disappeared in places. The bases of four or five pillars were hanging on

precarious foundations, endangering the major portion of the building.

Before attempting the repair of the decayed plinth, the whole western and

southern [lortion of the superstructure had to be supported on strong

timber scaffolding. The overhanging pillars were tied up securely to

strong timber uprights. The decayed portion of the plinth was then cleared

so as to expose strong foundations, and the masonry of the plinth was

restored. Long heavy coping stones which had fallen down in the debris

were picked up and reset. The repaired faces of the plinth were replas-

tered.

In the years ending with June 1944 and 1946, the less urgent work

of clearing the jungle and debris was undertaken. The debris consisted

of big blocks of lime concrete of roof, which had to be broken before it

could be thrown away. Repairs to foot-paths and steps were also done to

make the fort easily accessible and an iron door was provided at the main

gate to prevent cattle trespass.

A life-size stone image of a male, with the head lost, was found half

buried in the ground in a ravine nearby, and was brought and exhibited

in the hall of the fort where two images of kings are already installed. This

new image is popularly called ‘statue of the expert’, meaning apparently

the architect who designed the fort. He wears a respectable dress of the

style current in the 17th century.

Antri.

1 he tomb of Abul Fazal .—The west parapet wall on the platform of

the tomb had been damaged, and a portion of it had fallen. The bulging

portion that had survived was dismantled and the whole was repaired. A
lime gold which capped the old wall was replaced in the new wall, with slab

coping to prevent continual damage.

The high ground behind the repaired wall was dug to a suitable depth

to prevent cattle trespass. Flooring, whitewashing and painting were

also done.

Gwalior.

Tombs of Muhammad Ghaus and Tansen .—Cattle were trespassing

into and soiling the immediate neighbourhood of the tombs. To prevent

this, the entrances were closed with masonry walls, and wooden bars

were inserted into stone posts flanking the narrow passages. A small

pucca tank, 3x3x2 feet was constructed in the lawn in front of the tomb

of M(;hammad Ghaus, for storing water for the garden. The bottom and

walls of the tank are made up of stone slabs fitted into one another by

means of grooves cut in the slabs.
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A portion of the east retaining wall of the outer premises of the tomb
had fallen down during the rains. It was repaired with the old material.

The coping slabs were reset.

K hor

.

Bhamvra temple .—^The jungle all-round the monument was cleared.

The remaining earth and debris mixed with heavy stones was dug up and
removed so as to expose to view completely the platform and the plinth

of the temple. The heavy carved stones were picked up and arranged
along the precincts of the premises.

Bilya Baodi Temple .—The ruins of this temple, at the 5th mile of the

Jawad Kesarpura road were partially conserved two years ago, and were
further attended to.

1 he whole south wail and a part of the east wall had been badly dis-

turbed. The damaged portions were dismantled and reset. The surface

of the earth of platform was further dressed, and the steps of approach
from the road were further improved.

Surwaya
A later uninteresting structure near temple 3 in the fort

had been dilapidated and had fallen partiall}'^ during the last rainy season.

As it blocked the view of the temple, the ruins of the structure were cleared.

Rest Houses and Caretaker huts.

By way of addition to the rest houses in Gyaraspur, two rooms 10 x 10'

with pator roof carried on cut stone posts and beams and wooden doors and

windows, were constructed, to serve as kitchen and chowkidars quarters

;

screen walls of bamboo and mud were erected. An open lavatory with two

pucca seats and with stone slabs erected on edge for walls, were construct-

ed. The rest house was further whitewashed, with repainting of iron wood-

work, plastering of walls, etc. The rest house was furnished with Dari,

articles of furniture, cot, utensils, oil stove, tea sets, etc. Improvements

were effected in 1943, and 1944 also.

Pawaya.^Th& mud roof of the chowkidar’s hut was replaced with

pucca terrace of 4^" brick cheka and brick concrete. A brick in lime

gala was put on the top of parapet walls . Brick and lime concrete was

rammed in for making the floor pucca and the walls were strengthened

against white ants with lime flush, pointing, and by coating the floor and

the base of the walls with tar.

Dhumeshwar temple.—^The kitchen near the temple was reset with

C. I. sheets which were blown in a violent storm in 1943. Some of the

wooden ballis which got broken were replaced.

I xcavations.

In the year ending with June, excavations had been in progress at

Ujjain and Pawaya. Owing to the world situation, there was little hope

of funds being available for extensive explorations, and it was decided to

wind up the excavations at Pawaya. The measures carried out were :

—

(fl) The continuous line of trenches which surrounds the rectangular

plinth or platform of brick masonry, was further excavated for a depth of

2 feet more, all round, in order to reach the original ground level of the

monument. An average depth of 4 feet was thus reached below the present

ground level. The ground at the bottom of the trenches was levelled and

dressed up so as to look tidy.
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(b) The trench on the west was 50' wide, while the trenches on the

other sides were 25' wide. The outer edge of these trenches was straighten*

ed and the sides were cut a.nd sloped regularly.

(c) A portion of the western slope 25 feet x 20 feet x 16 feet had been

left in order to serve as a road for workmen to go up and down. At the

close of the digging this road was cleared.

As observed previously, the building exposed is a composition of two

periods. Platforms 2 and 3 constitute the structure of the earlier period.

Platform 2 which forms the plinth of this earlier monument, was complete-

ly encased and concealed by platform 1 which has been added in the later

period. As the inner i'i more ornate and spectacular, the north-west corner

of the platform was opened to view to its fullest depth by cutting a portion

of platform 1.

(3)' This excavated pit has been made to serve as a small local Museum
room. Two almirahs are inserted in the eastern side wall for exhibiting a

few terracotta obiects discovered in the excavations, and photographs of

antiquities found there but removed to the Museum at Gwalior. Some
carved stones are exhibited on a line of masonrv benches built against

the southern and western walls of the pit.

(e) The gaps in the face walls of platform 1, which is built of plain

masomu’’ were repaired with old bricks. Extensive caps in the walls of

platforms 2 and 3 were also repaired with plain masonn^ made up of old

brick, and recessed an inch or two behind the face of the surviving -patches

of original work of an ornamental nature, easily distinguished -from the

new work.

(f) Tops of the three different platforms were freed from accretions

of earth and made water proof bv arranging gentle slopes away from the

centre and bv ramming brick bats and mud against them.

fg) A passage for getting up to the top of the two platforms and

obsennng them in a single round, was provided through a door which also

gives access to the open air museum . Flights of new steps of brick masonry
with stone slab treaders were constructed where necessarv’^.

(h) In the course of a search for new sites for excavation, trial pits

were taken in a field close hi’ the tila and in an extensive mound known
as Badil Baba on the left bank of the river Sindh, about a quarter of a mile

to the south-west of Pawava. Tn both places, traces of brick structure

were exposed. Tn the field near the tila, what looks like remnants of

residential houses have been unearthed. Tt is not surprising, ff it is a

part of the colonv of wor.shippers and caretakers connected -'Auth the

temple. Tn the low mound knowm as Badil Baba, a portion of a Avail built

of fine brick masonry havung a decorativ'e course of tooth ornament, has

come to light, .\fter taking photographs, the trial pits were filled up and

the ground levelled. Badil Baba is a promising site for future excav’-ations.

(t) A large mound overlooking the bend in the riAmr ParA-ati near the

point where it is crossed by the cart track leading -from Teraoni to PaAvava,

is a A'erA’ probable site of th^ Buddhist Vihara referred to in a ''erse in the

Sarasvati Kanthabharana
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(j) A caretakers hut 10 feet x 8 feet with verandah 10 feet x 7 feet

was constructed close to the excavations site.

Amrol.

Rameshwar Temple .—^This is one of the 8 femples in Gwalior Stale

which can be assigned to early mediaeval period judging from their archi-

tecture, the other two temples being the Teli Mandir on the Gwalior Fort,

and the Gangaj Mahadeva temple at Indor. Temples of such early period

are not many even in the whole of India. The Rameshwar temple is there-

fore of particular importance.

The area near the temple was strewn with fragments of stone sculp-

tures, Siva Lingas, etc., which appeared to be contemporary with the

temple. Traces of ancient masonry and a sprinkling of brickbats further

indicated that some brick temples also once stood in the neighbourhood of

the Rameshwar temple. Excavation of the area surrounding the temple

was deemed advisable, as a preliminary to conservation. It was decided to

tap the adjoining mound, Ganesh Pahadi.

The basement of the Rameshwar temple was buried in accumulated

earth and debris for a depth of about four feet all round. It was, more-

over surrounded by later Kaccha structures, such as platforms, compound
walls, a pujaris hut, etc. To begin with, the modern encumbrances round

the temple were dismantled and removed. Next, an area of 75' east-west,

and 60' north-south, round the temple was excavated to a depth of a little

over 4', so as to expose the ground level of the temple and its premises. As
the temple is wholly built of stone, a stone pavement round the temple was

expected, but no such pavement was found to exist either inside the temple

or outside. It would appear therefore that the temple had a brick pave-

ment. In fact a large patch of what seems to be a brick floor has been

exposed on the back of the temple, though no traces have now survived

on the other three sides. The top of the brick floor very well fits in with

the original ground level of the temple. A carved stone which appears to be

contemporary with the temple, and a solitary stone slab, which were found

stuck up on the surface of the brick floor, may have got imbedded by

accident, in later times, when part of the temple was damaged.

No important sculptures were unearthed in excavations. Only a few

carved stones such as decorative Amala Silas used in the comer ribs of the

spire of the temple, and some minor fragments of stone images, were found

in the debris.

The edges of the rectangular pit excavated were cut and dressed into

a slope, to form an enclosure round the temple. A rectangular area, to a

distance of 150' on the front or east of the temple, and 75' on both sides

and back, were levelled and dressed.

The neighbouring mound, Ganesh Pahadi, appears to have received

the name from a sculpture of a standing or daticing Ganesa which was
kept on the top of the mound. A few other fragments of figure sculpture«

and architectural carvings, such as shafts of pillars with human faces

carved on them, were l3nng on the site. 'The whole area of the mound
iwas thickly strewn with brickbats. Two trial trenches cut across the

!/iOund, one east to west, and another north to south, brought to light

the remains of a large brick stmcture. There was apparently a large plat-
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form or pliiitli probably supported one or more temples. These temples

were constructed of brick in mud masonry but stone was used. The
Ranieshwar temple is the only one in the locality, entirely built of stone,

except perhaps, for the pavement round it. The size of bricks used in

these structures is somewhat smaller than the Imicks of the Gupta period.

This indicates a later period, that is about the Sth or 9th century, as

corroborated by the st\'le of sculptural and architectural fragments found
on the site. Ganesh Pahadi excavations promised no further results and
were closed up.

One and all the sculi)tures picked up from the surface or unearthed
in the excavations are Shavitc, such as Liiigas, Xcuidii:, ligures of Siva,

including a lower part of Lakulisa, Parvati, Kali, Ganesh and Kumara.
It \vas, therefore, wholly a site of Siva temples. There are traces of seve-

ral such brick temples on the low mound which extends towards the simth

of the Rameshwar temple. Trial pits sunk near the bases of the Shiva
Lingas revealed no foundations beneath them, which shows that none of

them were in site.

Fragments of carving found in the excavations as well as mutilated
pieces of stone images, which were picked up from the surface of the

neighbouring mound, were arranged against the slope of earth which
makes the enclosure of the temple. 'A later Sati Stone with an inscription

which stood half-buried, was dug and re-erected. A piece of round shaft

of a stone pillar lying prostrate on the ground close by was set up in front
of the temple, as it probabh' formed part of a vrisliabliadlivaja or Pull

pillar, which might have originally stood there.

Listing of Monuments.
Many monuments .were listed during these five years and they

include :— \

Besnagar .—A beautiful sculpture representing a Naga and a Nagi (a

man and a woman with canopies of serpent hoods over their heads) of about
the 10th century A. D., a period when the medimval Indian Art had reach-

ed its zenith, was noticed standing by the side of the Bhilsa-Samshabad
Road, near its junction with the Udaigiri Caves Road. It has now been
added to the collection of sculptures exhibited in the garden of the Bhilsa

Dak Bungalow.

Pawaya .—Some fragmentary* carvings comprising heads, busts and
torsos of figure sculptures, parts of door frames, and miscellaneous pieces,

ranging in date from the 5th to Idth centuries A. D-, were picked up
from the surface of fields round about the Pawaya village. These are now
kept on the Tila excavation site, with the exception of two heads which
have now been brought to the Archaeological Museum at Gwalior.

Baliadiirpuy .—Lying on the roadside near furlong 4, mile 5 of the Mun-
gaoli'—Bahadurpur Road is a stone sculptnre of the mediaeval period.

The identifii^tion of the god which it represents is doubtful.

Indor .—The village Indor which lies about 4 miles to the North-East
of Kadw.aha is (jf considerable archaeological interest. It possesses numerous
relics of the medimval period, both Bralimanical and Jain.

The Jain monuments consist of a ruined shrine and a Chaumitkha
situ.'.ted close to each other at alxmt half a mile to the .'outh-east of the

yillage. The more interesting of the two is a structural Chaumukha or
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four faced hollow structure. In the centre of each face is the principal

linage of a seated Tirlli'.uiikLira surrounded by a number of sulisidiary

figures of Tirthamkaras. The top of the monument has fallen away and
the basement is badly damaged. The other monument is a shrine room in

which a large standing idol of TirthiDnkara Sajitinatha is enshrined. The
age of these monuments is Circa 10th century A. D-

In the slope of the adjoining hill is a small plain cave chamber excavat-

ed in' rough laterite rock.

A quarter of a mile to the west of the Jain shrine is a large stone figure,

in the round, of Hanuman standing on a pedestal trampling on a demon
who has goblin as his companion. Both the arms of Hanuman are broken.

Closeb}', is a warrior’s memorial pillar, with an inscription dated in T. S.

1177, a broken sculpture of Balarama
(
?)and two well-built step wells. The

image ol Hanuman is locally known as Bhimasena and that of Balarama

as Arjnna. A little further to the north of this place is lying a mutilated

figure of J aralia, animal shaped, Proceeding furtlier north oiK* comes

across an old circular baodi or step well.

Still further north and about two furlongs to the west of the \ilhige

stand the ruins of a \’ishnu temple. The Shikhara has disajipeared . I'he

door frame of the shrine has fallen on the ground. The lintel of the door

frame bears the figures of Afishnu and Lakshmi, indicating that the temifie

was sacred to Vishnu. The principal object of interest here is a sculpture

of the Hayagriva form of Vishnu, having a horse’s head, which is rarely

met with, inset in a niche on the exterior at the north-east corner ol the

temple.

A short distance to the north-east, or towards the lun'th ol the

village on banks of the small river are a number of memorial pillars of

warriors killed on battle fields.' Some of these bear inscriptions. 'Phc

sculptures on a few are of special interest as they represent the worship of

Vishniipad or footprints of Vishnu instead of the usual worship of Siva.

Near a well outside the village is a monolithic trough. Near the school

building in the village, there is a stone sculpture of a pair of Xagas

(serpents) intercoiled, carved in relief. There -is also another stone

sculpture of a god wearing a crown. As all but the head of the figure

was buried in earth, the god it represents could not be identified. Inside

tiie north-west part of the village lie the ruins of a Mai ha or Monastery.

The building is very far advanced in ruins and is ol little archaeo-

logical interest.

Bv far the earliest and the most important monument at ludor is a .Siva

temple locally known as the Gargaj Mahadeva temple which stands in the

heart of the village. While none of the other relics referred to above can

be assigned to an earlier period than the 10th century A. D., the date of

the Gargaj Mahadeva temple is not later than the 9th century A. D.

This temple is thus a contemporary of the Teli nmni/ir on the Gwalior h'ort,

and the Rameshwar temple at Amrol (see page dl below). The exterior

plan of this temple is in the form of a star set on a round base, which is

another interesting feature, being rare. The interior plan of this temple

is a shrine room and an interior porch joined to it, like that of Teli Mandir.

But the temple differs from the Teli tuandir in its Sikhara, which is in

the Indo Aryan Style and not a combination of the Dravadian and Indo

Aryan styles, as in the Teli mandir. The style of figure sculptures on
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(especiall}' the door frame, the door keepers and images of Ganga and

Yamuna). The i)rincipal niches on exterior are inset with the figures of

Ganesa, Kumara and Parvati. This temple is worth being conserved

as soon as possible. I'he modern karhcha houses with which this interest-

ing temple has been hemmed in, will ha\'e to be acquired and cleared off as

a preliminan' measure for conservation.

Kuiiicaha.—Chandla-madh, one of the many medimval temjdes at

Kadwaha, was listed this year. It is situated at about a mile to the north

of the village. It differs from all the other temples in the locality in its

bliikhara which is in the shape of a p3’ramid made up of receding horizon-

tal layers and not in tiie shajie of curvilinear shape made up { 1 cn-rtical

ribs. PTr this ]K'Culiaritv this .s])ecimen deserves preservation.

The interesting huge Shiva Liiiga found in the river at IVIandsaur

which is now an object under dispute has two courses each of lour laces or

eight faces in all carved in relief on the shaft on the Linga. These faces

are intended to represent the eight forms (Prakriti) of Shiva which are enu-

merated by Kalidasa in the opening stanza of his famous play Shakuntala.

Soudni.—Two fragments of door jambs of a temple of about the 6th

centurc^ A. D. judging from the style of carving were noticed lying

envelojaed in jungle, by the side of the cart track which passes by the

premises of the pillars of Yasodharman. They were picked up and taken

to the compound of the pillars, for preservation.

AlitavU and Rithora.—There is an old monolithic trough tying by the

side of the cart track leading friJin Rithora to Mitaoli, almost half way
between the two villages. Three more such troughs but somewhat

smaller in size are kept near a well adjoining the junction of this cart-track

with the Railway line, a quarter of a mile to the south of the Rithora

station,

Dhawdholi .—There is a temple of about the 12th or 13th century A.
D., standing half wav between the \ i!!ages Dhamdholi and Kalipahadi,

about 12 miles east of Narwar. It consists of a shrine chamber sur-

mounted bv a Sikhara and faces the West. In front was an open court-

\mrd enclosed by a dwarf compound wall. The door jambs are carved as

u~!m.l with floral mouldings and a c iir^e of panels inset with figures.

At the Itase of the door jamb are the usual figures of the river goddesses

Ganga and Yamuna. The sill beaiw the design of a lotus creeper (?) The
door lintel is damaged. At its left end is a four-armed standing figure

ju-obiblv Brahma, in the centre is Siva.
{ ?! and in the back ground were

figures of Navagrahas (nine planets) out of which the seated figure of

Surya (.Sun God) alone has survived. The niches on the exterior are now
empty. The niche in the back of the interior of the shrine contains a loose

sculpture of Ganesa. On the ground near the door wa\’ a few broken

images are lying among which a Mahisha-mardini and a Surya can be

recognised. There are traces of lime plaster both on the exterior and
interior surfaces of the temple . Traces of pavement of big old bricks

are seen all round the temple. Many of the stone blocks in the compound
wall f',f the courtvard have a metallic ring. Such ringing stone is said to

be i< und in the neighbouring hill situated about b miles south of the

tenq)le and known as Chhattis-pahadia. The temple is locally known as

Madh or Surai, The temple is in a rui:''ed and neglected condition.
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Being of not much architectural interest and being situated in a very ouf-

of-the-way place, its consen^ation may wait until the more important

monuments have been attended to. Traces of old habitation including

two large enclosures, and circular step well in ruins are visible in the

neighbourhood of the temple.

Amrol .—The monuments at Amrol have been briefl}^ referred to in

the Report for 1941. Here is a somewhat fuller account.

—

The low extensive mound 280' x 1-50' locally called Ganesa Pahadia

which lies about three fourth of a mile to the north-west of the village

is a site of one or more brick temple. On the surface are lying a sculj^ture

of Gancsha, a pedestal of a goddess (Parvati) ? seated on lion a broken

image of Kali (with drooping breasts) and round shafts of stone pillars

with faces carved on them in high relief.

About half a furlong to the west of Ganesha Pahadia is another

extensive but low mound also the site of several (brick ?) temples out of

which onU’ one now known as Rameshwar temple still stands. This temple

is, however, built of cut stone. Its base is buried in earth to a depth of

about 4 feet. The temple seems to lx; contemporary with the Teli Mandir

on the Gwalior Fort and Gargaja Mahadeva tem])le at Indor (9th cen-

tury A. D.). The style of sculpture and carving in these three temples

is closely similar.

The sculptures in the exterior niches on the temple are Agni, Ganesa,

Ganga and Yama on the South, Gana, Kumara and Gana on the West,

and Gana, Parvati, Gana and Isa on the North. On the centre of the

lintel of the doorway a figure of Garuda is carved, which would indicate

that the temple was dedicated to Vi.shnu. But the sculptures of Parvati,

Kumara and Gancsha in the principal exterior niches of the temple, on

the north, west and south respectively, militate against this view and

suggest that the temple was sacred to Siva originally as it is now. The
latter view is corroborated by the fact that c[uite a large number of old

Shiva Lingas are lying half-buried all over the mound, which would

point out that it is a Saiva site. The biggest of the Siva Lingas set

on an oj>en platform measure -5' 6" in height and 8' in circumference,

the base being a cube of 2' 6" x 2' G" x 2’ 6". Other sculptures scattered

in the ruins are an upper fragment (bust) of Kumara, a broken figure of

Ganesha, and a Linga with a face. Near the temple is a large in.scribcd

Sati pillar planted in the ground and in the open court^xard are collected

a number of Nand is.

The top and the corner of the Shikhara of the temple have fallen and

repaired in latter times with brick and lime. The temple deserved early

conservation. The adjoining hut of the piijari will have to be acquired

and the base of the temple will have to be exposed by excavating the

ground all round.

Both the mounds Gane.sha Palladia and the mound on which the

Rameshwar temple stands are likely to yield more sculjhures of the early

mediaev.d period to which the ruins lx;long.

Another old site that of Jain temples is situated a short distance to

the west of the village. In a modern Jain temple locally known as Baimata
mandir an idol of a seated Jain goddess (Ambika ?) and the

image of a Jain Tirthamkara are enshrined. In the faces of
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the platform on which the shrine room is set a number of images of

Tirthanikars are built up. A still hir.ue number of Jain a images more or

less broken are strewn o\ or tlie site 1 r.iees ol l’)riek loundations are

visible on the bank of the afljoiniiig Nala. A flincUi temple was also

located half a mile to the east of the ])lace.

It is locally known as Daiiababa. The temjde consisted ot a shrine

and a porch facing west. What survives now is three walls of the shrine

and a few stones of the Sliikliara. The doorway and the front wall of

the shrine, the porch and the remaining portiem ( f the SJiihluira have fallen

away. The niches on the exterior shelter (1) Vayu, {‘2) Devi and (b) Tsha on

the North, (4) Surya, (5) Kumara and (f)) Tndra on the East or back, and

(7)’ Agni, (8) Ganesha and (9) missing on the South.

Bchatu—Tt is the rej^iorted birth-place of Tansen, the Or]dicus of

India. It is about ‘25 miles to the north-east of Gwalior and is reached

by a cart track branching off in the 12th mile of the Singhpur road.

Behat seems to have been a place of importance during the 17th to 18th

centuries as judged from a few royal buildings of that time, which have

survived in a ruined condition even to-day. They comprise a garlii

or fort in the heart of the village, a building known as ^^Rana^s haitlmW

or King’s seat, on a hill on the south-west outskii^ts of the village*

Rana’s bagh or king’s garden situated just below the hill, enclosed with

a compound wall, and having in the centre a pavilion now used as Police

Station, a square building in the village known as Rana’s taheJa or king’s

stables, and a small tem]de at a short distance to the North-West of

village. These buildings are said to 1x^ the work of the Tat Ranas of

Gohad who seemed to have had their Go\'ernment for some time at Behat.

Only one of these buildings has some architectural pretensions. It is the

Rana’s baithak which is an open hall facing north with a verandah in

front and a room at each end. It measures 85' east to west and 85'

north to south. There is a small pavilion on the top of the hall com-

manding a good view of the surrounding hills. In front of the hall is a

courtyard 54' by 54' flanked with a wing on each side. The entrance is

through a gateway on the north. Outside the enclosure is a deep well

now dry. This monument deserves to be conserved and maintained.

But the chief historical attraction of Behat lies in its association

with Tansen the greatest musician of India, who is said to have been

native of this village. In a natural grove and beauty spot popularly

known as Jhihnil and situated on the bank of a small river or stream

about a mile to the east of the village stand two small shrines one sacred

to Shiva and the other to Hanuman and a small Dkariuashala, The shrine

of Shiva i.^ located just under a huge hunyan tree- The powerful roots of

the tree have lifted up the whole shrine and made it tilt on one side.

Some imaginative minds appear to have built up a legend on this pheno-

menon. Since his childhood Tansen was deaf and dumb. He obsen^ed the

vow of worshipidng at the shrine and offering goat’s milk to .Siva

daily regardless of rain, heat of summer or other hardships. One day the

g(id was pleased with the devotion of Tansen and confenx^d on him the

sense of hearing and power of speech. Tansen burst into a melodious

song of devotion, and in consequence the shrine of Shiva began to nod in

ecstacy and at last remained leaning on one side.

A small rough rubble platform situated under a tree close by is

shown as a seat of Tansen.



Gandliaval, District Vijain .—The Bhavani temple at the south of

the village Gandhaval, (which is about S miles by cart-track north of Son-

kachh, a ])argana headquarter in Ujjain District) is surnninded by a

large numl)er of sculptures mostly Jain, The modern temple stands on the

])lattorm of an old (Jain ?) temple the southern part of which has been

dug away l)y the local inhabitants for building purposes. Some scattered

fragments of architectural pieces and sculi>tures half of them larger than

life size at a short distance of the temple are lying haphazard at the back

side of the temple.

A little north of the village is a Darga platform made up of carved

stones apparently from the ancient ruined temples at the place. A number

of Jaina sculptures are kept against the north side of this platform while

an old Jain image in an inverted position has been used in the construc-

tion of the platform. Opposite the Darga is another platform with a hero

stone standing at its north-east corner bearing an inscription which is

however too worn out to ma'ke out its reading.

Further on as we proceed to the heart of the village we see a finely

carved band of a long line of Kiriii}iul<has now adorning the platform of

the house of a local merchant named Govardhandas. Apparently it once

iormed the KirtiiinikJia moulding of the plinth of one of the old tem])les

on the site. A little to the east is the house of the Zamindar with an old lion

bracket flanking the flight of steps leading to it.

The modern Rama mandir in the village has an old door-frame

(witlh'Ui itr. lintel) used in its otherwise sim]fle construction. A tew

sculj.qures are ke])t under a tree in front of this tem]fle amongst which

the Varaha sculpture can be recognised with certainty.

A few sculptures, (two of Jain and one crude modern image of Hanu-

man) and carved ]nllared fragments are lying on a platform on the Ivank

of a Nala to the north-east of the village. The Kachhipura tem])le on

the other side of the Xala has alx)ut half a dozen pillars standing in its

front with an elephant frieze and a carved ceiling slal) lying about.

In front of Khedapaii Hanuman temple is a Sati stone bearing an

indistinct inscription. It contains the usual carving with up-raised-arms,

the Sun, and the Moon in the u])permost panel and three figures shown

standing below it. Inside the tem]fle lie in a heap a number of sculptures

most of them spoiled hy overlying red lead (Sindur). To the western

side of the temple is a tree under which also are lying some sculptures,

two of which represent the goddess Durga and a Jain Tirthamhara^

Further north-east at a distance is seen standing a colossal image

of a Jain Tirthamkara about 10 feet high accompanied b^^ a few smaller

sculptures also Jain. About 50 feet in front are lying half buried in

ground two more Jain life-size sculptures. The slightly high

level of the ground on which the Jain colossus stands and the stones near

about peeping out of the ground suggest that here we have a site of an

old temple.

A peculiar sculpture of a two armed male figure is now lying at the

corner of a house. The figure is shown holding a glass like pot in one

hand into which an attendant female figure is shown pouring something

from a jar.
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The Gandharx'aseiui teiiijde from which apparently the name of tHe

village is derived, stands, to the north-east of the village. 1 he temple

has lost its old appearance due to later repairs particularly to its SJiikhara

which are going on e\'en imw . d'he ;is can be seen no\\\ is

entirely new being plastered over with rliiifUUii , It is not clear whether

the original temple had a .Sabha niainlaj^ya traces of the plan of which are

jiot now \isibie. Ent a hn*re numl)e’' (,»t bir.ciiets and pillar fragineiils,

carved ceilings and sculptures now kept to form an enclosure in the

trout ot the temple suggest that they are remnants of the old ScibJia

Am :y<st the sculptures in the enclosure of Gandharvasena temple

can be recognised the representations ot gods, all Hindu, such

as Seshasayi \hshiui. dhdmurti, Durga (Dancing), Shi\'a, Parvati»

\bshnu, and an animal form of \ aralia avatara (as at Eadoh).

At the northern end of the enclosure is standing a Sati shme half buried

in ground with usual scul])tures and an indistinct inscription. ddie pre-

dominating number of Hindu sculptures suggest that the temple was ori-

ginally^ dedicated to a Hindu deity.

A miniatui'e d)liikliara carved oii a pillar lydng inside the enclosure

.would probably indicate that the original Shikhara of the temple was of

the same t\'pe.

ddie so-called Gandhar\ asena sculpture (carved on a stone 11 l)\’ 11

bv N inches) is now seen in a niche inside the shrine facing its entrance.

Laming ot the tigure Gandharvasena is shown in a niche. The niche is

\ery crudely^ carved in the form ot a niclirab which militates against its

sup])osed antiquity.

The figure is much spoiled by the overlapping layer of A/ndur. The
rc])rcsentation of the ligure is artless and it api)ears to be more a re-

])resentation ot a \kiraha than that of an ass-hcaded human figure. The
sciilj^ture has ap])arently no relation to the niche of the shrine in which

It is now kej.^t, the carx’ing of which indicates a different stvle of art

much older and retined. This is evident from the )}i cb rah' siylc of the

niche in which the iigure is shown enshrined ITere are similar older

niches on both the sides oi the shrine in the sv)Uthern one of which is

enshrined a Sindiiya-daiibcd hgure of a female deity. I'lie other niche has

now been converted into an Lilmirah. A modern Ln/ga of Shiva

is now the main object of worship in the temple.

Epigraphy ,—Thirteen De\a Xagari, seven Hindi, and four Arabic

inscriptions were copied during the period.

The oldest of these is the Sanskrit inscription found in the ruins of

the Hindu monastery at Kadwaha (District Guna). As it is oul\' a surviv-

ing fragment of a much larger inscription, the i)ui’])ort of tlie whole can-

not be made out. d'he recovered portion of the epigraph mentions

Ihirandara Guru and Eanipad.i winch is cwideiitU a ditferent spelling of

Ranipadra, modern Ranod, the j^enance gro\*e where Eurandara of the

fanaum line ot* Sai\M ascetics li\'ed, as recorded in the Ranod prasasti. It

eulogises Dharnuisiva who is cwidentlx* a member of tlie same line of

Sniva ascetics, and who is ai)])arently associated somehow' or other with

the monasterv at Kadwaha in which the rcccual has liceii discovered. It

further contains the names ol tw'o kings who seem to be unconnected

with each other. The first of them is Ghilagobhata or Chilagobhrit who
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perhaps tried to harass Dharmasiva and in consequence lost his life. The
other kinp’s name is Hariraja who is described as a paramount sovereign

and appears to ha\-e lx;lonped to the Pratihara dynasty. Being consecrat-

ed by Dharmasiva as his disciple, the king granted (some villages) to hir

preceptor as giini-daksJiina (preceptor’s fees).

Another fragmentary stone inscri])tion found in the ruins of the

Kadwaha monaster\- refers to Ishwarsiva, another ascetic of the same

-Saiva lineage. These two fragments however arc parts of two different

ins.'iiptions as is clear from the size of their letters and the spaces

between the lines, though on palmographical grounds the characters of

both iK'd.eng to the same period, namelv the 10th century A. D. The
iamous hue oi Saiva saints to which Dharmasiva and Isvarasiva belonged

IS known from the Ranod and allied inscriptions found in several places

in Central India and the Central Provinces (See Annual Report for Sam-
vat lUOG, paras 58 to 01). The Pratihara djmaste’ to which Hariraja of

t.bc inscriptions belongs is the same as the one whose genealogy is given

in an unpublished stone inscription from Chanderi which is preserved in

the Archaeological (Museum at Gwalior.

Three Sanskrit inscriptions were discovered on or near the Ekottarso

Mahade\a temide at Mitaoli (Dist. Morena). One of these is engraved on

the exterior face of the outer compound wall of the temple. As the major

portion of the inscription is badh’ obliterated, it is not fully legible. It

jirobalily records the construction of this temple liv or during the reign

of Maharaja Devapala, whose lineage is not clear from the inscription if it

has been recorded at all. The inscription is dated JycshtJia Sudi 10, V. S.

Ib8U w hich appears to be the date of the completion of the construction

of the temple, which is corroliorated b}' the style of its architecture.

Another Sanskrit inscription which is incised on a pillar flanking the

entrance to the central shrine records a I’crse from the Siirya Stotra

[i. a hvmn to the Sun God) and a salutation to cme Maharaja Raisingh

(?) Another \'erse from the same hymn ai)pears in an inscription recorded

on the natural rock outside the temple and disco\-ered some years ago.

One inscription is incised on a natural rock outside' the temple and
consists of an amorous verse.

One is a pilgrim’s record on the Rameshwar temple at Amrol (Dist.

Gwalior, Gird). It mentions one Bhagachandra, but it contains no date.

Another is incised on a Sati pillar planted in the compound of the

same temple. The record is badly damaged and is for the most part ille-

gible. Two names—Ballanadeva and Rupa Kunvari which can be

deciphered, however, are probably of the husband of the Sati and the Sati

herself.

B'ive Sanskrit inscriptions were found at Bhilsa. The inscription

w-hich is written in Gupta characters and Sanskrit language was found
in the exca\-ation of the foundations of the water reser\-oir near Gumbaz-
ka-maqbara. It is only a fragmentary piece of a large inscription,

broken on all sides. The existing portion, though quite legible, iieither

convc)s all}- complete sense nor makes the purport clear. From the words
and phrases which are read, it appears that the inscription probably
recorded the construction or existence of a tank which was beautiful by
the planting of various kinds of trees, resounding with the sonorous
sounds of birds.
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The other inscription also a loose fragment picked up in ruins is

^vritten in old Kagari script assignable to the 12th century A- D. on

palapographical grounds. This is broken at the top and the left side.

It seems to have been a prasasti recording the merits of a distinguished

personage, perhaps a king or a minister, who is compared to the sun but

whom, ser}^ unlike the Sun, Rahu could not hold in his grips. As the

inscription is badly mutilated its object cannot be made out. The prasasti

,was composed by Mahakavi Chakravarti Pandit Sri Dvittapa (?) at the

instance of Dandanayaka Sri Chandra. The next two inscriptions are

engraved on a Buddha and a Jaina image res])ectively recording the

names either of donors or devotees. The inscription on the Jaina image

refers to the reign of Vijayapala and is dated in \b S. Jlb2. There is no

description of \hjayapala beyond his mere name. The other inscription

>vhich is engraved on the image of Buddha is dated in \b S. 1151 ( ?) and

recoi'ds the name of the donor as Kumara, son of Lakshmana. I'he hfth

and the last inscription which is engraved on the ]x^destal of an unidenti*

lied image is mutilated and illegible. (See appendix E).

Out of seven inscriptions in Hindi, one from Ind(.)r (District Guna)
records an oath to Hindus and Musalmans, apparentlv in connection with

a tank near which it was found. The inscrijkion is dated in Mkram Samvat
175() i. r. A. D, lObU. Five of the remaining six inscriptions in Hindi

were found on the temple at ^litaoli and the sixth on a loose slab found

in debris in the courtyard of the temjde- One of them records the names

of Maharaja Kirtisingh Deva and Raisingh Deva but no mention is made
either ot their dynasty, the relation thev mutuallv l)ore to each other, or

their connection with the tem])le.

One of the Jnscri])ti(ms, which consists of a single line, records a

word which is now illegible and ffamvad lobO^ and another inscrijUiou

which is also in one line, is whollv illegible. Two more of the inscriptions

mention mere names of artisans and the last one registers onlv the name
Hamira Deva Chanlian iiiu nothing more.

The four Arabic inscri]:>tions which are engraved on a toml^ stone,

sheltered in a ruined aiaqhara standing on a high mound overlooking

the Parvati river near the ])oint wiiere it is crossed by the a])])roach road

to the village Pawaya, are mere texts from the holv (Jiiran.

An article on the inscrijition of (tovinda Gupta and Prabhakara

dated in Malava Samvat 524 (41)7 A, D.) which had been discovered s<^me

years ago at JMandsaur wxis sent last year for ]Hiblication in the Epigra-

phia Tndica. The linal proof of article in which the introduction was

largely recast in the light of further study wxis passed for printing in

the year of report.

Nu}}iis})iatiiS .—53 gold, 772 siher, 7114 cop])er and 2B

billon coins were examined during the iieriod of rejiort. 24 gold coins

were found along with other gold objects in a treasure trove in the debris

of an old house on the Mahakal Road, Ujjain. They represent Sultans

of the Slave Dynasty of Delhi, 3 l}cl()nging to Shamsiiddin Altanmsh

(A. D. 12394]') 2 to Allaudin Masud Shah, (A. D. .123D3()), 2 to Bahrain

Shah and 17 to Xasiruddin Mahmud Shah (A. D. 1213-56).

One gold coin of Govinda- Chandra Deva of Kanauj (1104-11 A. D.)

>vas purchased from the Lucknow Museum along with a copper coin of
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Sik-andar T.odi (14^8-1-317 A. D.). Another lot of 2^
;4old coins were

found as treasure tro\'e and sent to the office of the High Court, 13 of

which i)elonged to Akbar and the remaining to vShahjahan.

Of the silver coins, S punch marked belonging to about the 2nd cen-

turv B. C. were purchased. The rest were obtained in lots as treasure

trove found at Chanchoda, Patwar, Silavati, Basoda, Kasef, Jhila,

Karaiva, Bhilsa, Lahar, Ater, Hat Kheda, Karka Kahar and Chorpura.

The vast majoritv of the coins, lx;long to the Moghuls, consisting of

3 Shahjahan, 2(l Aurangzeb, 2U Muhammad Shah, 10 Ahmad Shah, 44

Alamgir II, 126 Shah Alam, 1 Xooruddin Jahangir, 7 Akbar, and 27 miscel-

ianeous coins of Auraiigzeb, Jahandar Shah, Fa.rrukh Siyar, Shahjahan

11, and Muhammad Shah.

Other coins include: 1 Daulat Rao Scindia, 77 Jiyaji Rao^Scindia,

29 Jai Singh Khichi of Bajrangarh. 247 Mihirbhoja of Kanauj, 3 Indo-

Sassanian, 1 Jivaji Ist, 1 Jankoji, 63 Xasir Shall, (Ihias Shah, both

Sultans of Malwa, and 21 modern, 3 broken, and 1 obscure coin.

Copper coins have been pouring in overwhelming ,numbers as the}']

are found every year on the surface of the site at Pawava during the rains.

A local merchant has been asked to collect and sell them to this depart-

ment with the hope of thereby obtaining some ivire rinds.

Of these a few represent punch marked coins of about the 2nd cen-

tury B. C., few cast coins with obliterated Brahmi characters, 1 coin of

Soter Megas of about the 1st Century A. D. , 2 modern, 136 Indo-Sassanian

and 9(1 Muhammadan coins, the rest being Xaga coins.

The Muhammadan coins include one of P'eroz Shah Tughlaq (1331-

1388), and another which may be Muhammad bin Sam (1351-1338 A- D.)

or .Samshuddin Altamash (1216-1233 .4. D.).

Besides these rinds, one coin each of .-Vllaudin Masud Shah (1242-1246

A- D.) and of Shah Alam II (1739-1806 A- D.) were j^urchased from
the Lucknow Museum.

Of the Xaga coins, new discoveries include some fresh types of Bhava
Naga. recording his title, Adhiraja, a new type of Prabhakara, and coins

of Vibhu Xaga, rinknown before. The name Prabhakara is also a new
discover}-, but it is only a correction of a reading which replaces the name
Pum. On the previously known coins of this king, which were im-
perfectly preserved, the name had been read as Pun Xmga. Better speci-

mens which have come to light, leave no doubt, that the correct reading
is Prabhakara and not Pun Xaga. Good specimens of Bhava, Bhima,
Brihaspati, Deva, Ganendra, Prabhakara, Skanda, Vrisha, Vasu, and
[\hbhu were also found.

Another coin, very similar to Xaga coins is bacllv worn out. The
legend on it is tentatively deciphered as Maharaj (Sri) Virasena (Sva).

Whether this \hrasena is identical with the king whose coins of a quite

different variety have been found at M(athura, and Punjab is doubtful.

Eight billon coins of potin were received in exchange from the Nag-
pur Museum. These are part of a treasure trove from Akola’, C. P. They
belong to the Andhra kings of the 1st and 2nd century A. D., namely
Yajna Satakarni, Pulumavi II, Siva Sri Pulumavi III, Sri Satakarni III,
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and Kumbha Shatkarni, 2U coins were ])urchased troin a person who picked

. them from an old site near Karera. They were found to be of Indo Sas-

^^sanian and others of Adi Wiraha type of Mihira Bhoja.

Of these coins 379 onlv were received lor the coin cabinet, or kept

as duplicaites, but the vast majority were rejected being defaced or muti-

lated, or of no value (see Appendix for details). Besides these coins, a

gift of 'll gold, 41b silver, and TbO copper coins were receix'ed from

Sardar A Bhlose to whom our thanks are due. As they largeh^ represent

foreign coins, it is proposed to analyse them later.

x\tchaeological Museum.

Arqiiisitiojis.—-Sixty-one terra-cottas, I) metal images, 11 paint-

ings, 1 stone sculpture and 379 coins were added to the collect a >11 llie

terra-cottas were found in the excavations at Pawava in 1941 nnd irtchule

some line heads, with various expressions and patterns oi hair dressing.

The brass images include a vSeshasayi .\4shnu, reclining with his

head under the canopy of the serpent's hood, a unique live faced Heramba
Ganesha, two Siva tandava's, one of which is exquisite, a Siva and a

Kaumari.

The paintings include, a picture illustrating the worship of \hshnu

and Kaxmi, a seated person smoking a pipe, a portrait of Raja Chetsingh

of Benares, four hareju scenes, connected with historical ])ersonages like

Prithviraj, Rai Pithora of Delhi, Maharaja Jai Chand of Kannauj. Maha-

raja ]\Pinsingh of Jaipur, but of doubtful authenticity and three repre-

senting Raga Hindola, advent of rain, a holi scene respectively. Two
other paintings depict Krishna as a cowherd bov among milkman and

cows, and as subduing Kaliya.

The stone sculpture was brought from Bhjlsa though originally

belonging to Besnagar. It represents the bust of a Yakshi with a muti-

lated nose, belonging to the Sunga period, about dnd century B. C.

Aihjiiiiistratiou ,—Tn room 1, broken pieces /^f a stone inscription

from Maser, were joined together. A few inscription stones, and >ome

sculptures in room 2, 5. G, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18 and 19 which had

slightly shaken from their base were reset with cement- Two sculptures

of a Xaga King and Vishnu from Pawaya were exhibited.

Ihe excavated antiquities from Mohenjo Daro, Harappa, Ujjain,

Bhilsa, and Pawaya, acquired in 1941 were classified and arranged in

5 show cases. The terra-cotta heads from Pawaya were mounted on

wooden boards and exhibited. Other terra-cottas were exhil>ited in 2

alinirahs. Another show case set on a stool was purchased for exhibit-

ing the image of five-faced Ganesha, seven large frames were made for-

exhibiting enlarged photographic views of, and eighteen small ones for

supporting the new copies of wall paintings on the Bagh Caves. New
clips were provided for labels of inscriptions.

The pot garden was maintained in good order.

Cracked ceiling slabs were replaced in rooms 6, 12, 14 and 19 and
patch repairs were done to the roofs and terrace floors. One kiosque on
the western side terrace was paved. Other work included white and doga

wash of some of the rooms, and repairing wooden doors, etc.



An iron safe was purchased in 194’2 for keeping the coins. It

was fitted with iron shelves and teak trays, but owing to the im})rovisa-

tion of a strong room, the original plan of their proj)er exhibition was

put in abe\-ance.

Publications.

An article on ancient Padmavati was contributed to the Special

Kumber of the Jayaji Pratap on the auspicious occasion of the birth of the

Royal Princess. Dr. B. C. Law was invited to write a monograph on

Ujjavini, which he ably did with the aid of blocks already’ in stock. This

jvas particularly appropriate as it was at the time of the yikram Era
celebrations in 1944. Two brochures, “History and the Monuments on the

Gwalior Fort’’ and, “Man Singh’s Palace’’ were published as well as a

second edition of the Guide to the Archaeological Museum, Gwalior.

Proofs of ,the inscriptions from Gwalior State were corrected and sent

to the press.

Photographs and Draicings .—Three hundred and four negatives,

1598 prints, and 14 enlargements were made in the period for the follow-

ing purposes :

—

{a) For the album submitted with the Annual Administration Re-
port for the Samvat 1997, {b) for office record, (f) for supplying the

demands of the Director-General of Archaeology in India, .scholars and
cu.stomers, (d) for preparing blocks, (c) for exhibition at Pawaya, (/) 94
photographs were taken in connection with excavations and conservations,

14 enlargements were prepared for exhibition in the Musueum, (g) 78

prints were made for the Vikram Commemoration volume and 720
photo prints for Vikram Smriti Grantha, Vikram exhibition, Bombay,
Publicitv Department, Director of Information, and for Mr. Vithal Bhai

Jhaveri of Bombarx

The photographic records were arranged village-wise in a series of

albums. Two catalogues were also prepared- The negatives were num-
bered by enamel paint.

Half tone blocks were similarly arranged village-wise with a cata-

logue.

Library.

Six hundred and twentv* books added, compri.se publications on archaeo-

logy, art, architecture, history and allied subjects out of which 856 were

purchased, and the rest were received as presents, 8 in exchange from

the Government of India, Provincial Governments, States and other in.sti-

tutions, to whom our thanks are due. See Appendix M for detailed list.

Important Events and Miscellaneous.

Conferences .
—^The 11th session of the All-India Oriental Conference

and the 5th Session of the Indian History Congress which met at Hydera-

bad, Deccan, in December 1941 were attended by the Director of Archaeo-

logy. New contacts were made and old contacts were revived and notes were

compared with scholars working in the field of archaeological research. Anti-

quities from the Gwalior Archaeological Museum comprising some
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beautimi terra-cotta ii^aurcs from Paclma\ati excavations, ini-

pressions of inscriptions and coins were sent and exhibited at the exhibit

jtion arranged in connection with the Conferences.

The Curator of the museum attended at the stall and showed visitors

round. The exhibits were admired by experts assembled from all parts of

the countiyv and the terra-cottas were specially mentioned 1\\' the E>irector-

General of Archaeology in India in his lecture, as some of the best \et

discovered in India.

’I'hie Director visited the :irchmological excavations conducted b\" the

Eho/refad Arclueologcial Department at Koiuhipur, a newly di^c.>vered

Aiiulra :ite near Hyderabad Deccan, the Ajanta and Kllora c aes where

he o^'served and studied the latest methods of excavation^ and conserva-

tions.

(’i) Birth of the Royal Princess.—The Archaeological monuments at

Gwalior were decorated and illuminated on the auspicious occasion of the

birth of the Royal Princess.

Further a mention deserves to be made to the visit of Raw Baha-

dur K. X. Dikshit, the Director-CRneral of Archat^ology in India, to our

Archaeological Museum at Gujarimahal, Gwalior Fort, and to some
of our important excavated and conserved monuments, during a iive-da3^*s

tour in Gwalior State in the month of iMarch 194b. The monuments

visited were (1) the brick temple (brd-oth Cent. A. D.) excavated at Pawaya

(ancient Padmavati), (’2) the Hindu monasterv and temples (l9th Cent.

A. D.i c.t Surwava. and (‘M the tamous l^daveshwar 4Tm])lc tilth Cent.

A, D.I :it Uda3^])ur.

The Director-General of Archct^ologv was specialK' invitevl for

e'onsultation on certain points in connection with our conser\'ath;:i and

excawitioii work. In a comjirehensive Inspection XTte which he sent to

the Hume Minister, he has expressed his opinion on the wor!: (T the

Archaeological Department in Gwalior and has also made some sugges-

tiou'- which deseiU’e the attention of our Go\'ernment and aK- uf the

Arch.e^>logical Department.

Imyortaut extracts from the note are cpioted here :
—

“ I have thus formed a comprehensi\x^ idea o: tue work

done during the last 49 ve.irs of the existence of the Gwalior Archaeolo-

gical Department, which mnv stands unique among the States <>f X^orthern

India in the extent, range and efficiency of its arclueological worl:

Wdiat is ino^t essential now is to keep up the high

stand rd of work \)y maintaining an ever increasing outlav on the various

as\)ect- of arclueological work amd selecting a highlv qualified successor

to the 'present Director and deputing him for training at least fur two

\'ears both in the f^tate and ])articularh' all over India according to a

progiv mine agreed upon between the Director-General of Archreologv in

India .and the Director of Archaeology in Gwalior.

Gzealior Must urn .—Perhaps the liest example in India where an

ancient monument has been appropriately utilised for an archreological

museum can be found in Gwalior, The building has indeed lent itself

marvellously for use as a museum Of the various schemes

of agreement of such museum one that has been ado])ted is classification

according to the character of images, and I have suggested a further



sub-clas'^inc:itio]i according to periods The existing

congest! -n 5hv»nld certainly be relieved by providing more accomm.ud .tion

and b}^ restricting exhibiti(vn to the most important pieces,

A greater .itreinpt at dciinition should be attem])ted in re'-r>ect of

scul]')tnres which, with the existing material, can now be allocated to

deh-iite centuries instead of being lalxrlled somewhat wideh^ as

‘‘ineoicevarh A guide to the museum and to antiquities of Gwalior in

llindi would go some wav in educating the public of Gwalior about its

ancient history. There is no reason whv the common student in the

Gwalior scliools should not know his exce])tionallA^ rich heritage in tlwalior,

Avhich includes such historic capitals as Ujjain, \hdisa, Mandsaur, and

Ikidnriwiti

ExriVJaliojis ,—There is quite an abundant scope for excavati(ais in

Gwalior, and the ju'esent Director has l^eeii spending the grants, wdiich

have been pkiccd at his dis])osal from fime to time, wisely and fruit-

fully. One feature of the excavated sites in Gwalior is tha.t no jviins

have been s])ared to preseine such monuments as have been brought to

light and are worth ])reser\'ing. The excawited temple :it Pawawi, which

has yielded so much beautilul terra-cotta and ijinck work, ha^ Ijeen

excellently conserved Monuments similar to the

Pawaya tem])le, which Mr. Garde rightly assigns to the period of the

Nagas ending in the 4th century A. D., are rare in Xoi'thern India. The
amount of salt, whicli is visii!>le on the walls of the monument is much
less as compared to similar monuments at Xalaiida, not to speak of the

salt laden soil ol Alohenjodaro and Harappa A certain

amount of salt is iiievita.blv absorbed from the underlying soil and makes
its apjKsirance after the monument dries up at the end of the rainy season,

and hir this no satisfactory remed\- has vet been discovered

Conservation ,—The wealth of architectural monuments in Gwalior

can compare favourably Avith any similar tract of country in northern

India, and the continuous ])rogramme of conservation on the most satis-

factory lines has indeed established a high record unbeaten elsewhere.

A typical instance of the careful methods billowed is the beautiful temple

at Udaypur, where the architectural beauty has been enhanced and in no

waA" mitigated by the measures of conservation undertaken bA" the

Archaeological Department The Avork done at Surwaya,
where a Hindu monastery Avith a group of temples has been rescued from
the debris inside a fort of the Muhammadan period, is equalK^ impre-si\'e’k

In 1944, there were various activities in connection with the \hkrama
(Era) Bi Millennium Celebrations proposed to iDe celebrated at Ujjain on a

grand scale. Throughout the year, Mr. Garde was the Joint Secretary

of the General Committee of the celebrations and also held charge of the

Secretary for some time- He seiw^ed either as the CouA^enor or a member
-on several sub-committees appointed in connection with the celebrations.

He visited Ujjain thrice for the Avork of the celebrations, twice for

attending meetings of the Central Committee of some of the vSub-Com-'
mittees, and once for inspecting the remains of an old temple unearthed
in the excavations of the foundations of the Kalika temple situated at

Garh vUich is the site of ancient Ujiayini. Drawings for the ])roposed
reconstruction of the Kalika temple according to ancient designs were
•prepared under his guidance.
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Under ordcr> ui the Chairman of t!ic Cerhr'd Coniii.ittec he vi.-'ited

Bomba}’ ill order to tliscii^s certain matter') with the President ami mem-
bers of the Vikrama Celebrations Committee of Bombay, and to report

ou the same. Under orders of the >ame authontv he visited Poona twice

for negotiating with the Bhandarkar (Jrieutal Research Institute, about

.the publication of the Proposed yikram Commemoration Volume. He
also visited Lucknow to interview Dr. R. K. ^Mttkerji in ciinnection with

the work of the En^Qlibh Commemor.itioii W^lume.

He corresponded with the Central Committee, and the President of

Jthe All-India Oriental Conference about the ])roposal for holding a special

session of the Conference, at Ujjain during the Celebrations.

At the sessions of the Indian Historv Congre<> and of the All-India

Oriental Conference which were held in December 1V)44, at the Aligarh

Muslim University and at Benares Hindu University respectively,

he met scholars from various parts of India, mid did publicity and

Canvassing work among them about the Ujjain celebrations in general,

and about the proposed Exhibition in particular.

At Benarvs he was elected President of the Areh.eologieal Section

of the next session ri the All-India Oriental Conference to be held in

1945 and was also elected as one of the two vice Presidents of the newly

established Museums Association of India.

In consultntion with a few prominent scholars he prepared a tenta-

tive draft of the inscription intended to be engraved on the

Kirti Stambha (Vikram Memorial Pillar) proposed to be erected at Ujjain.

During a visit to Bhilsa he discussed with the Subah of Bhilsa and

also some prominent citizens of Bhilsa, the desirability of forming a Com-

mittee or association of influential ]X‘rsons (official and non-official) for

the acquisition and preservation of wiluable antiquities which are unearth-

ed from time to time in jirivate ]n'0])erties at Bhilsa which is a very ancient

site. Most of the ])ersv>ns conMilted including the Subah seemed to favour

the formation of such an association.



APPENDIX A

List of movable antiquities found in the Excavations of the Tila site at

Pawaya in the year 1941-42, Sarnvat 1998.

Serial

No.

Register Pe^criptio i cf cbiect.
No.

Dimensioas. Remarks*

STONE OBJECTS.
1

(Fi^iiral).

i

1

1 1 i Fo'>t ot a human figure .. 7"X3 x2r'.

2 2
{

A chip of a li.ijure of Xrisimha (?) show-
' in? conventional ma,ne of lion on

j

neck.

^
“

j

Phioto No. 100.

3 3 : Another chip of the same 6 " ,x 5'” X 2".

4 4 ' Head and trunk oi an elephant’s figure,

^ in two pieces.

{a ]
6"

,
5' X 4".

{b) urxQVxQ"

5 5
1

Fragment of a human figurine show-
ing head with dressed hair and part

. of chest,
i

XCOX

6 6 ' Fragment of a human figurine showing
front of waist wearing beaded girdle,

and thighs crossed.

5.V' v4" X 2
'

j

7 7 1 Head of a human figurine 31" x2l"yT

8 8 Fragmeijt of a human figure arm with

[

armlet an-.l elbow.
5J''x3r>:3\

1

9 9 1 Fragment of torso of a warrior show-
,

ing biiu'ls of dress crossing on chest,

and an arrow case behind right
shoulder.

i

5" 's 3-1 " \ o"
!

j

1

10 11 ' Head of a human figurine with dres-
sed luur and ear-ring on left ear.

J

91 ^ y O" sy O'- - -
•

J

11 12 Fragment of a human figurine waist
' and a hand.

t

3Y "^7" V 2".

12 13 Fragnumt of a female figurine plaviug
: n twi') Mridari^as.

3v>4"x2' :

13 15 Fmvment of a hand fof Vishnu)
holding Sudarshana wheel. ^

! I

41 " ^-3"^ o-
“

14
i

1

16
1

Fragmamt of a human figurine—head
! with dressed liair.

4"x3V'x2".

15 18 Fragment of a human figurine —
i

hand-- folded on ch.est.

2|x4''xlF'.

1

16 19 'P'ragment of a woman’s figurine wear-
,

ing a girdle, a necklace, and an

j

ear-ring on left car.

5'''y3'’x3V
4t

17
j

20 Torso of a hu.man figurine (a garlarui

bearer) holding a garland in botli
' hands.

4''x4''x2".
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Serial

No»
!RegiEt(

I

No.

t

Description of object,
1

i

DimeDslons,

!

!
Kamarks,

i

18
!

23 Head of a human ligurine with dressed
hair.

5"X5"X3-U.
!

19 26
1
A Chip of human figimne 3U'x3"xl".

20 ! 27
j

' Fragment of a human figure left

1

shoulder and arm.
5Ux3J-'’xli-".

i

21
1

38
1

1

Fragment oi a human figurine (?) ;5'x4''xl'.
1

Photo No. 105,

22
i 46

:
Right lower corner of a plaque (reddish

j

stone) bearing the figure ox goddess
Mahishamardini—the surviving frag-

ment shows the buffalo.

2A"X3"X|". Photo No. 68.

23 57 Fragment of a human figure crown of

head, right ear and left eye.

y Vl'' X5". Photo No. 85.

24 60

j

i

(

‘ Fragment of a sculpture—a fabulous
! winged lion in a niche with foot of

j

an elephant above.

9A'>9"x3|'. Photo No. 99.

25 ‘ 61
i

(

j

i

' Fragment—the left portion of the

image of Kartikeya already brought
! to the Museum one of the six heads,
' si.K left hands and attendant

figures.
I

13^"Xl3"x5"

1

Photo No. 82.

26 73
i
Fragment of a large figure showing
hoods of a serpent with some unidenti-

fied object upon it.

IF'

X

19" X 10"
f

i

1

1

1

Photo No. 101.

27 74 Fragement ot figure showing a fold of
|

cloth and a flower over it.
i

1

5i"x4"x3" ..

’

i

i

Photo No. 105.

28 83 Fragment of a figure sculpture—chip !

of a hand.
1

5"x3Ux2" .. :

1

Photo No. 89.

29 84 Fragment of a figure . . .
. i

5-J"x4"x3" Photo No. 105.

30 86 Fragment of a figure folded leg (right). 6"x4"x3- Photo No. 91.

31 87
I

Fragment of a figure (?) . . . • i

1

'

8"x6"x5'' ..
,

Photo No. 105.

32 90 !

i

Fragment of a figure folded leg (left) . . i 6"x5*"x3" ..
1

1

Photo No. 91.

33 92
;
Upper half of a standing woman’s
figurine (Chowri bearer?).

7"x4"x2" .. I

1

j

Photo No, SS".

34 93
i
Fragment of a figurine of a woman .

showing girdled waist and thigh.

3"x3"x2" ..

'

Photo No. 90.

35 95 Fragment of a woman’s figurine

—

girdled waist.

5"x4''x2'' ..
1

f

i

Photo No. 90.

36 96
•

i

Fragment of a torso of woman’s figure i

left hand, breast and waist. -

4"x3"xlU' Photo No. 86.

37 97 : Fragment of a human figurine—right <

foot on pedestal.
i

6"x2"x2-i"

,

Photo No. 92.

38 98 Fragment ot a figure of Nrisimha — -

—showing lions’ mane on neck (?). !

1

H"x4"xU ..
:

I

i

1

Photo No. 100.
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Setial

No.

;

Re:tistei

No,
j

Cesc iptlon of object. 1 Dimensicns.
1

Remarks.

39

i

99

1

1

Fragment of a figure sculpture—

a

woman’s u'rist wearing numerous
bangles.

' 4"x3"x2''

i

1

• • Photo No. 89.

40 103 Fragment of a human figurine—thigh

and knee.
6"x5"x24" • • Photo No. 91.

41 104 Fragment of a figure, showing an orna-

ment.
6"X4"x2''

f

Photo No. 1C5.

42 105 Torso of a male human figure—right

hand raised up, rosary in left hand
and a band across chest.

7"xl0"x7-- Photo No. 87.

43
!

1

1

111 Head of Buddha or a Jaina Tirtham-
kara.

6"x4rx4V' • • Photo No.
1 14/428.

44

j

112 Small head with curly hair, and
Ushnisha mark on forehead.

3"xli"x2r • • Photo No.
114/128.

45 !

i

1

113 Fragment of plaque of slate stone—
figure of a goddess right hand raised
up.

3i"x2i"xJ'' Photo No.
116/129.

46 115 Busts—a pair of human figurines in red
stone.

21" N./ 24" X 1
4*^

Photo No.
116,129.

ARCHITECTURAL.

47 10 A plain border of a panel (?) 8J"x3"x2" • . Photo No. 107.

48 14 Fragment of a flower 4''x3"xr « « Photo No. 104.

49 17

!

A chip of carved stone with a floral

design.
5i-'x4"xr • • Photo No. 104.

50 21
i

A carved fragment — a design 3J"x3J"x2" • ^ Photo No. 104.

51 24 A carved piece—a rectangular design. 4"x44"xl" • • Photo No. 107.

52
1

28 A carved fragment with foliage design. Si xlf" X-l" • . Photo No. 102.

53 29 A carved fragment with flower and
other design*^.

4"xU"xl" Photo No. 104.

54
r

i

30 A carved fragment 44"34"x2'^ • , Photo No. 108.

1

03 31 A carved fragment 6rx3rx2^'' Photo No. 104.

56 32 A carved fragment
V t

57 33 A carved fragment 5"x4"x2'- Photo No. 108.

58 34 Fragment of a lotus flower (in relief) .

.

8"x7''x2" , , Photo No. 103.

59 35 A carved tragment with a fluted design. 10i"xl2"x3'' Photo No. 105.

60 36 A carved fragment 5ix4"x2" « • Photo No. 107.

61 37 A flat fragment with floral design
carved on it.

7|"x4|' xli" • • Photo No. 102.

61 58 A carved fragment with a foliage band. 12'’x6"x3"
. . Photo No. 103.
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Serial

No.
Registei

No.
Description object.

1

1

Dimensions Remarks*

63 59 Piece of a carved round column sur-

rounded with spiral lines.

: 5y'x4J' x4h-' . -

!

1

Photo No. 106.

i

64 85 A carved fragment with a floral orna-

mental band.

' 6i-"x3"xir
i

Photo No. 102.

1

65 88 A fragment with a lotus flower carved
on both sides.

10"x5i'x4"
1

Photo No. 103.

66 89 Fragment of a carving 51" X 4^X21" Photo No. 108.
i

67 91 Fragment of a carving 6" x3|" x2" Photo No. 108.

68 94 Fragment of a carving 6f x3|-x2" Photo No. 103.

69 100 Fragment of a carving 4"x3|' xl.|" Photo No. 104.

70 101 Fragment of a carving with flower .

.

3i"x3''xU" Photo No. 102.

71 102 Fragment of a carving .

.

5|''x3"xU' Photo No. 107.

71A 114 A leaf (?) in stone ir X7"xli’' Photo No. 121.

TERRA COTTA OBJECTS.

Figures.

Heads.

72 48 Head of a human figurine 2"xl V' X2'' • • Photo No. 67.

73 49 Head of a human figurine wearing a

wig of hair.

3"x2rx2" • 9 Photo No. 67.

74 50 Head of a human figure .

.

3i"x2"x2i-' • • Photo No. 68.

75
1

54 Cracked head of a human figure with

hair combed back.
2Vx2l"x3" t 9 Photo No. 67.

76 56 Human head .

.

3''x2Vx2" 9 • Photo No. 68.

77 77 Fragment of a human head, showing

matted hair.

3"x3"x2i' Photo No. 69.

Torsos.

78 25 Fragment of a human torso wearing an

armlet and necklace.

5"x6"x.3|'' • • Photo No. 70.

79 43 Torso of a male human figurine 6"x4i' X2V Photo No. 70.

80 51 Fragment of a human torso showing

leit hand carrying a small bag hang-

ing behind shoulder.

5"x3|"x2|‘ • • Photo No. 70.

81 69 Fragment of a human figurine (?) .

.

2rx2''Xl| • • Photo No. 80.

82 75

1

Fragment of a human bust - right

shoulder.

3|"x4i''x2' • 9 Photo No. 70.

Limbs.

83 41 Foot of a human figurine 3i"x3i"x2‘ 9 9 Photo No. 7i.
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Serial

Ko.
Register

No.

— —

1

Descriptfon of object.

|

DioDecsioDS. Fcmatks.

84 42 Folded leg of a human figurine 1 4'x3"x2’'
i

Photo No. 71

85 47 Fragment showing two right arms
wearing armlets—part of a four arm-
ed divine figure.

4'X4'X2^" Photo No. 71.

86 80 Piece of a (dark) figurine 3rx2'xi' photo No. SO.

87 108

1

Fragment of a human figurine

—

a hand.

3P x2 x2"

1

Photo No. 8.

!

Animals, birds, etc.

1

i

!

1

88
! 44

1

A figure of bull—neck broken oft .
. j

4|'X4"X2" Photo No. 72,

89 52
1

Head of a hare (?) . . .

.

1 2i"x2"x2^' Photo No. 72.

90 53 Fragment of a figurine of elephant leg,

and tail on hip.
j

\4¥x2i''x2V Photo No. 72.

91 5^ Fragment of a bird’s figurine— front
j

and left wing.
j

3|"x3|"xH" Photo No. 72.
1

92 109 Torso of a pigeon or parrot 7'^x3-rx2r Photo No. 72.

Decorative.

93 22 A flower 3i"x4"x2'' Photo No. 79.

Miscellaneous.

94 107 A cleaning brush . . .

.

2rx3"x|- Photo No. 79.

!

Bricks.

(a) Plain.

95 71 An almost entire brick (broken only at
a corner) with cross-wise finger marks.

I8"x9"x3" Photo No. 77.

96
!

31 Piece of a brick with deep finger prints 12i''x9i"x3" Photo No. 77.

97 110 Piece of a very thick plain brick 15"X]0|"X4' Photo No. 78.

(b) Decorative.

98 39
1

i

Fragment of a decorative brick with
an unidentified design.

6f X6P'.X3" Photo No. 89..

99 40 A piece of decorative brick with leaf

ornament.
4P’x4''x2i"

100 45 A piece of decorative brick with leaf
ornament.

i

4'’x3i"x2" Photo No. 75..

101 62 A small piece of decorative brick with
foliage design (?).

3'’x3' x2" ..
j

Photo No. 79.

102 66 Piece of a decorative brick with foliage
ornament.

3"x3"x2r Photo No. 75.
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Scria]

^o.
jRegjsferj

Description of object.

i

1

Dimensions. Femarks.

103
1

i

I

' Piece of a brick with a design s.v'xs-rx3' PhoTc No. 78.
!

104
i

1

1

i

A piece of a dtccorative brick .in leaf

j

ornament.
:71x4''x2i" Photo No. 75.

105
i

78
1

1

1

Piece of an ornamental corner brick
,

with leaf design.
1

7-fx5d"x2i'' Photo No. 75.

106
1 82
!

i

; Fragment oi a brick with a crude how’er

j

O.esign drawn on it.
i

9y'x9 x3 . Photo Xo. 78.
1

(

107 121
i

i

1

Piece of a ilocorative brick 3'x2y'x2L'
j

Photo Xo. 75.

I

1

Inscribed,

108
1

K'tl

j

!

I

1

Piece cf an inscribed brick %vith letters

in Gupta characters (Go)Ahnda
;

(deva).

6 x6 x3i"
1

Photo Xo. 76.

: Potterj

.

i

109
*’

63
1

1

Rim of a vessel <> W' V V 1'^
* * Pnoio Xo. 74.

110 1 64 Lower portion of a lamp . . i4''x3"x2-
i

Photo Xo. 74.

111 ' 65
1

' Lower portion of a saucer ^ 5''::4"x]f Photo Xo. 74.

112 67 fragment of a pot (bottom ?) [sV’xSVxr
i

Photo Xo. 74.

113 :
68 Bottom of a saucer 3r'x3yxi" Photo Xo. 74.

114 :

,
Bottom of a large saucer

,
7.L'x6"x4"

1

i Photo X’d. 74.
1

115 116 Rim of a vessel with a patch of blue
enamel coating.

|3"x2y'x|"
1

Photo Xo. 73.

116 117 A piece of pot ferv with a hole at bot-
tom.

j3"x3''xiy Photo Xo. 73.

117 118 Lid of a vessel
j

|4"x3"xiy' Photo Xo. 73.

118 119 Fragment of a polished earthen pot . .

1

5r'x3"xr Photo Xo. 73.

119 120 A piece of pottery 3''x3"xJ" Photo Xo. 73

1 Shell Objects.

120 122 Eight pieces ot plain shell bangles Photo Xo. 81.

121 123 Eight pieces of carved shell bangles. Photo No. 81.

122 124 Fragment of a shell ear-ring Photo Xo. 81.

123 125

!

)

Piece of a highly polished plate of shell

or more probably flint.

Photo Xo. 81.

124 126 Four pieces of unidentified objects
. • « .

125 127 A rectangular and perforated bead .

.

* • Photo Xo. 81 .

Metal Objects.

126 79 An iron spear head • • '
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58

313

1

1107
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Ekottarso Mahadeva temple, central

P]. Ill

1

view after conservation, ^[itavh.





'^-'-"'ik,,. r~ '., 4!', •• - '»

Another portion of the court yard showing temple, Ater.









PI. VI,





Tila

temple,

view

of

basement

of

north

-west

comer.

Paw

aya.

























Rameshwar temple, excavated sculptures, Amrol.





PI. XIV.

Rameshwar temple, part of pillar with face. Amrol.









PI. XVI.

Rameshwar temple, («) Ganesha and [b] A Naga, Ainrol.









PI. xvm.

Ganesa tekri, view from south before excavation, Amrol.

Ganesa tekri. Sculpture of Ganesa on site, Amrol.
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